SCIENCE BENCH

KEY STAGE

KS3-7

MOBILE SCIENCE BENCH
The mobile science bench can be used to turn any classroom into a
laboratory. It’s compact size means it can be used anywhere that space is
at a premium and is easily stored when not in use. It can even work as a
temporary solution whilst your laboratory is out of action. The bench
includes equipment and technology and the trays can either be stocked to
map your curriculum or as a bespoke package for a particular subject

area. The integrated audio and visual components can be used to present
animated or pre-recorded experiments.
The mobile science bench is a cost-effective and mobile solution to
teaching science in the classroom and comes is two versions: one with
electrics and one with an integrated sink. Both benches come with a lab
standard 32mm work top which is chemical, heat and impact resistant.
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Direct Delivery from UK

ORDER ONLINE EDU.NMCTRADING.COM
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LAB CUSHIONTM MULTI-PURPOSE
INTERLOCKING SINK-LINER

The Multi-Purpose interlocking Sink-liner that prevents glass breakages
through cushioning and prevents blocked sinks by trapping objects that
would normally become lodged in waste pipes/traps. Simply combine the
required number of pieces to cover base of sink and then cut to size.
Whilst this multi-purpose matting was initially designed to line the bottom
of sinks to prevent glass breakages customers have come up with several
additional uses for it!
•
Draining rack
•
Bench Protection Matting
•
Heat-proof gripper
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STEPPA STOPPATM
The ISG Steppa-Stoppa is a simple yet innovative product designed to
replace the standard rubber stoppers. The stopper is made from blended
polymer and features an incremental taper to suit most applications and
eliminating the need for multiple sized rubber stoppers.
The stopper is available in two sizes (small and large) and both come in a
box of 10 stoppers. They are autoclavable. The stoppers work best when
dry and a microfiber drying cloth is provided for your convenience.
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A bespoke Curriculum
mapped service

PROFESSIONAL, BESPOKE TURNKEY DESIGN,
MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION OF LAB FURNITURE

NEW
BUILDS OR
REFURBISHMENTS

EDU-LIST A UNIQUE SERVICE OF
CURRICULUM MAPPED RESOURCES
TAILORED TO YOUR EXACT NEEDS BASED
ON CLASS SIZE, CURRICULUM AND COURSE.
What is the Edu-List service?
Edu-list is a service which looks at every schools needs
and requirements individually and tailors the outcomes to
suit each.
The first step is to determine the exact details of the
specifications for the school. This is done through a
detailed questionnaire which determines class sizes,
number of labs/prep rooms, curriculum and course being
followed and a rough idea of budget.
When this is completed the specification is draw up by our
curriculum team. Then finally we work with you to tweak
and change the list to suit exactly your needs and
preferences.

EMAIL ORDERS.EDU@NMC.AE
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Once the details of the list and T&Cs are signed off
the document is sent to the production team who prepare
and pack the order for safe reliable transport to your
school.
At this time the final curriculum mapped document is sent
to yourselves to allow lessons to be planned and speed up
lesson preparation.
Ongoing free training and support are always available
and technical queries are handled quickly and efficiently
by our highly trained team.
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